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SZEGO LIMIT THEOREMS FOR TOEPLITZ OPERATORS

ON COMPACT HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

BY

I. I. HIRSCHMAN, JR., D. S. LIANG AND E. N. WILSON1

Abstract. Let / be a real valued integrable function on a compact homogeneous

space M = K\G and M¡ the operator of pointwise multiplication by /. The authors

consider families of Toeplitz operators T¡P = PM¡P as P ranges over a net of

orthogonal projections from L2(M) to finite dimensional G-invariant subspaces.

Necessary and sufficient conditions are given on the net in order that the distribu-

tion of eigenvalues of these Toeplitz operators is asymptotic to the distribution of

values of / in the sense of Szegö's classical theorem for the circle. Explicit sequences

satisfying these conditions are constructed for all compact Lie groups and for all

Riemannian symmetric compact spaces.

1. Introduction. Let F1 be the one dimensional torus, i.e. the group of real

numbers modulo 2tt. For n> 0, let

Dn(x) = I eikx

k = 0

and

(Pn<p)(x) = ¿ \^Dn(x - y)<p(y)dy.
¿IT   J0

The measure ¡x = ¿ dx is the normalized Haar measure on F1 and Pn projects

LX(TX, n) onto the (n + l)-dimensional space spanned by {eikx)0<k<„. In L2(TX, ¡x),

Pn is the orthogonal projection to this space. For / E LX(TX, /x), let Mf denote the

multiplication operator

(Mftp)(x) =f(x)<p(x).

The Toeplitz operator Tfn is defined as the restriction to PnL2(Tx,¡i) of P„MfPn.

If /is real valued, Tfn is selfadjoint and hence has a complete set {^„yk}0tí;k^„ of

real eigenvalues. In 1915, Szegö [10] proved that for any a E R for which

H{x:f(x) = a} = 0,

H+ (a;Tfn)
H{x:f{x) >a} = hm   - '
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where N+ (a; T^ n) is the number of eigenvalues of T,n which are greater than a. This

has the clear interpretation that the distribution of values of / is recaptured by the

asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of the family of Toeplitz operators Tf n. It is

curious that it was not until 1958 that Grenander and Szegö [3] established the

corresponding result for the real line. Subsequently, H. A. Krieger [7] generalized

these results to the class of locally compact abelian groups whose dual is compactly

generated but not compact.

In this paper we will show that if G is a compact, not necessarily abelian group,

then there exist "Szegö theorems" on coset spaces of G (in particular, on G itself)

provided certain conditions involving the irreducible representations of G can be

satisfied. In §2, we review standard harmonic analysis tools on compact spaces and

end by summarizing the relevant properties of the projection operators which replace

the family {Pn}n>0 above. §3 begins with a discussion of the type of "Szegö theorem"

we have in mind and culminates in Theorem 3.10 with the result announced above.

With the aid of a polynomial growth estimate established in §4, §5 shows that the

appropriate representation theory conditions are satisfied for many examples, in-

cluding all compact Lie groups and, more generally, all Riemannian symmetric

compact manifolds.

The first two authors initiated consideration of this problem and proved Theorem

3.10 for compact groups and for compact coset spaces K\G when LX(K\G) is an

abelian subalgebra of the convolution algebra Lx(G,dx) (see subsection 2.1 for

notations). The third author generalized their method of proof to apply to arbitrary

coset spaces of a compact group and supplied the treatment of examples in §5.

2. Harmonic analysis on compact homogeneous spaces.

2.1. This section begins by reviewing the harmonic analysis tools which stem from

the classical Peter-Weyl Theorem for compact groups. Frequently these tools are

referred to collectively as the "Peter-Weyl machinery".

Throughout this section, G will be a compact Hausdorff group and K a closed

subgroup of G with dx (respectively, dk ) the unique Haar measure of total mass 1 on

G (respectively, K ). A function / on G is said to be K left-invariant (respectively, K

right-invariant, K bi-invariant) if f(kx) = f(x) (respectively, f(xk) = f(x), f(kx) =

f(xk) — f(x)) for all (k, x) E K X G. Functions/on the space K\ G of left K cosets

are in one-to-one correspondence with K left-invariant functions/on G via f(Kx) =

f(x). Although our primary concern is with analysis on coset spaces, it is nota-

tionally awkward to maintain the distinction between/on K\ G and its "pull back"/

on G. For this reason, we phrase everything in terms of K left-invariant functions on

G and define C(K\G) as the subspace of K left-invariant elements in C(G), the

space of continuous functions on G, and LP(K\G) (p > 1) as the subspace of K

left-invariant elements in LP(G, dx). LX(K\G) is then a closed subspace of the

Banach algebra LX(G, dx) where the convolution product of/, and/2 in LX(G, dx) is

defined by

(0 (S*Si)(x)=j fx(xy-x)f2(y)dy.
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The Peter-Weyl machinery amounts to the description of a canonical family of

minimal two-sided convolution ideals which yield a Hilbert space direct sum

decomposition for L2(G, dx) C LX(G, dx). These ideals are finite dimensional and

contained in C(G); when they are thought of as replacements for the one dimen-

sional spaces on the circle T— R/2ttZ spanned by ek(x) = e'kx (k E Z), a very

satisfactory analog of ordinary Fourier analysis is obtained.

2.2. Definitions and notations. G denotes the set of equivalence classes of irreduc-

ible (hence finite dimensional) unitary representations of G. For each a, select a

representation Ua acting on (Ha,(- , •)) which belongs to the class a. Thus Ha is a

finite dimensional complex vector space, ( • , • ) is a complex inner product on Ha,

and x -» Ua(x) is a continuous homomorphism from G into the group of operators

on Ha which are unitary with respect to a. Here as throughout this paper, ( • , • ) is a

generic symbol for inner product with particular inner products determined by the

context of a discussion. The degree of a is the dimension of Ha and is denoted by da.

L(Ha) denotes the space of linear operators on Ha. Two distinguished elements of

L(Ha) are the identity operator Ia and, with the usual interpretation of operator-

valued integrals, the operator

(2) Qa=fua(k)dk.
JK

By a trivial computation using translation invariance of dk and its normalization, Qa

is the orthogonal projection from Ha to HaK = {v E Ha: Ua(k)v — v for all

k E K). In particular

(3) Ua(k)Qa = Qa = QaUa(k)    for kEK.

Denote dim HaK = trace Qa by ma. GK is defined as the subset of G consisting of

those elements a for which ma ¥= 0.

For a G G and A E L(Ha), let

(4) fA(x) = datrace(Ua(x)A)

and define

(5) Ca={fA:AEL(Ha)},

(6) CatK ={fA: A G L(Ha) and A =AQtt).

By (2) and (3), CaK is precisely the subspace of K left-invariant elements in C„.

Similarly, the subspace of K bi-invariant elements in Ca consists of those functions fA

for which AQa = A = QaA. Of paramount importance in what follows are the

properties of the K bi-invariant function

(7) <Pa(x) = Sq.(x) = datrace(Ua(x)Qa).

When K — {e}, <pa — daxa(x) where x«(*) = trace Ua(x) is the usual trace character

ofUa.

Note that for B = {e\a): 1 < i < da) any orthonormal basis of Ha, the i,j entry of

the matrix of Ua(x) relative to B is the function

(8) Stjjx) = (Ua(x)ef, e<«)>,       x E G, 1 *s i,j *z da.
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By a trivial computation, Ca is the span in C(G) of these matrix entries of Ua and

hence may be called the a-matrix coefficient space of G. If B is chosen so that its first

ma elements constitute a basis of HaK, then CaK is the span in C(K\G) of the

entries in the first ma rows while the K bi-invariant elements in Ca are spanned by

the entries in the first ma rows and columns.

The operator-valued Fourier transform of / E LX(G, dx) is the function f on G

which assigns to a E G the element/(a) E L(Ha) defined by

(9) f(a) = ff(x)Ua(x-l)dx.

The a-Fourier component of /is the function/, E Ca defined using (4) by

(10) fa=ff{ay

Iff E L\K\ G), it is easily verified from (2) and (9) that/(a) = f(a)Qa and thus by

(6), fa E CaK; in particular, f(a) and fa are zero if a £ Gk. For any / E LX(G, dx),

the formal Fourier series expansion of/is given by

(11) f(x)~ 2  /„(*)=   2 datrace(Ua(x)f(a)).

2.3. Lemma, (i) For f*(x) = f(x ),/-»/* 's a conjugate linear anti-automorphism

(i.e. product reversing map) of LX(G, dx) leaving Ca invariant for all aEG.

(ii) Forfx, f2 E L2(G, dx), </„ /2>= (/, * f*)(e) = (f2* * fx)(e).

(Hi) Forfx, f2, f3 E L\G, dx), (fx* f2, f3}= (f2,f* * /3>= (/„ /3 * /2*>.
(iv) For f E L](G, dx) and aEG, (f*)(a) — (f(a))*, the Hermitian adjoint of

/(«)•

(v) Forfx, f2 E L\G, dx) and a EG, (/, * f2j(a) = f2(a)fx(a).

Proof. Routine elementary calculations using only the definitions. Note that here

and throughout this paper, we use generically the symbol e to denote the identity

element in a group.

2.4. Theorem (Peter-Weyl). With the above definitions and notations, the following

properties hold:

(i) In the sense of Hilbert-space orthogonal direct sum decompositions,

L2(G,dx)=   0 Ca,    L2(K\G)=   0   CaK.
«EC «6C,

(ii) For A E L(Ha), B E L(Hß), B* the Hermitian adjoint ofB,

0 ifa^ß,

(Sa>SbY-   ^datTace(AB*)     ifa = ß

where the left side of (12) is the inner product in L2(G, dx) of the functions defined by

(4>-
(iii) Using the notations of (A), (9) and (10), iff = fA E Ca, thenf(ß) andf0 are zero

for ß ^ a while f(a) = A, fa= f. For arbitrary f E L2(G, dx), the right side of (11)

converges to f in the sense of L2-convergence. If f is the convolution of two functions in
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L2(G, dx) [in particular, if only finitely many Fourier components fa are nonzero], the

right side of (11) converges pointwise to f.

(iv) For a E G, Ca is a minimal two-sided ideal in LX(G, dx) with dimCa = d2 and

CaK is a right ideal in LX(G, dx) (i.e.f* g E Ca K whenever f E Ca K, g E LX(G, dx))

with dimCa K — dama.

(v) For aEG, the orthogonal projection from L2(G, dx) to Ca is given by f ->

( daxa) * f = / * (daxa)- The orthogonal projection from L2(G, dx) to CaK is given by

/ ~* <Pa * /; if S >s X bi-invariant then f * <pa = <pa * f.

Proof. The classical Peter-Weyl theorem is the assertion that the functions

{d^fij a (a E G, 1 < i, j < da) defined in (8) constitute an orthonormal basis for

L2(G, dx). See [5, p. 24] for a proof of the classical theorem. In view of the above

remarks, (i) is simply a basis-free formulation of the classical theorem. The ortho-

gonality relations (12) follow immediately by expansion of the traces in terms of the

matrix entries (8); the dimension statements in (iv) follow from the description

above of Ca and C K in terms of matrix entries. To obtain the first statement in (hi),

it is enough to use (12) along with an easy manipulation showing that for / =

fA(A E L(Ha)) and B E L(Ha), trace(f(a)B*) = (fA, fB)/da. This then implies
that for / arbitrary in L2(G, dx), fa is the component of / in Ca relative to the

orthogonal decomposition (i) and convergence of (ii) in L2(G, dx) is immediate. See

[5, p. 25] for the last statement in (iii). The statements about ideals in (iv) follow

from (iii), Lemma 2.3(v), and the familiar elementary hnear algebra result that

L(Ha) contains no proper two-sided ideals. For fE L2(G, dx), one checks that

(daxa) * f is just fj(a) which, in view of (10) and (hi), is the component of / in Ca

relative to the decomposition in (ii); a similar computation shows that <p„ * / =

ff(")Q« e Ç* k- These observations easily imply (v).

2.5. Contragredient and tensor product representations. For a G G and Ua as in 2.2,

the contragredient of Ua is the representation Ua defined on the dual space H* of Ha

by STa(x) ='Ua(x-x). Here, for A E L(Ha), 'A E L(H*) is the usual transpose of A.

Trivially for J: Ha -» H* the conjugate hnear isomorphism obtained from the inner

product on Ha (i.e. (Ju)(v) = (v, u) for u,vEHa), JUa(x)J~x = Ua(x). This

means that Ua is an irreducible representation of G whose matrix entries are complex

conjugates of matrix entries of Ua; denoting the equivalence class of Ua by a E G,

dä = da and Q = Ca. In particular, a — ä if and only if Ca is closed under complex

conjugation or, in view of Theorem 2.4(v), if and only if xa is real-valued. The

representation Ua is unitary relative to the inner product defined by (Ju, Jv) =

(v, u) for u, v E Ha. It follows that Qs ='Qa (see (2)) and <p- =q>a, the complex

conjugate of <pa (see (7)).

For a, ß E G and A E L(Ha), B E L(Hß), A® B denotes the usual tensor

product operator acting on Ha<2> Hß. The tensor product of Ua and Uß is the

representation Ua® Uß defined on Ha ® Hß by

(Ua ® Uß)(x) = Uíx) ® Uß(x).

Ua ® Uß is unitary relative to the unique inner product on Ha ® Hß for which

(«, ® vx, u2 ® v2)= («,, u2)(vx, v2) for all ux, u2 E Ha, vx, v2 E Hß. In general,
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Ua ® Uß is not irreducible. Up to equivalence, Ua ® Uß depends only on a and ß; it

is customary to denote its equivalence class by a ® ß. A class y E G is said to occwr

in a® ß if there is an irreducible subrepresentation of Ua® Uß which belongs to y,

i.e. is equivalent to Uy. Denote by Taß the subset of G consisting of the elements

which occur in a ® ß. Obviously, Taß = Tß a.

2.6. Lemma. For a, ß E G, Ta ß is finite and for y E G, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i)ï.erM;
(ii)j8er„>Y-;

(iii)<X„X(8»Xy>^0;
(iv) there exists f E Ca, g E Cß such that (fg)(y) ¥= 0.

Proof. If F is a unitary representation of G on a finite dimensional Hilbert space

H, then H has an orthogonal direct sum decomposition H — (B¡í, Ff, where for

1 < i < TV, the subspace Hi is invariant and irreducible under T. Let y, be the

equivalence class of T\H. For y E G, let ny be the number of indices /' for which

y¡ = y. For Xt(x) = trace F(x) the trace character of T, it follows that Xt =

^yeânyXy In view of Theorem 2.4(i), (ii), ny = (xT, xy)- This shows that the

multiplicities ny are well defined even though the decomposition H = ©^, H¡ is not

canonical. For T — Ua® Uß, Xt = XaXß and equivalence of (i) and (iii) results.

Since <x„X,3» Xy)= (xaXv Xß) = (xaXy, Xß), (ü) is equivalent to (i) and thus to

(iii). Now let / = fA E Ca, g = fB E Cß with notations as in (4). For each (i), let P¡:

Ha® Hp-> Hy, be the composition of the orthogonal projection operator Q¡ from

Ha ® Hß to H i with an isometry from H¡ to H which intertwines Ua ® Up\H and

Uyr Thus

(13) P*Pt = Q„    Pt(Ua ® UB)(x) = Uyi(x)P,    for 1 < i « N, x E G.

It follows from (13) that

N

(14) fA(x)fB(x) = d«dß 2  traceUy(x)P,(A ® B)P*.
i=i

By Theorem 2.4(iii) and (14), we obtain

(is) (fAfB)Xy) = dÍr 2 p,(a®b)p*.

In particular, (fAfB)(y) — 0 if ny = 0, i.e. y £ Taß. Equivalence of (iv) with (i)

follows from (15) and the fact that the vector space of all operators on Ha ® Hß is

spanned by {A ® B: A E L(Ha), B E L(Hß)).

2.7. Definition. A function \p E LX(G, dx) is said to be positive semidefinite if

(xb * f, f)> 0 for all /G L2(G, dx). An operator A on a complex Hilbert space

(H, (■>•)) is positive semidefinite if (Au, u)~» 0 for all u.

2.8. Lemma, (i) If\pE LX(G, dx) is positive semidefinite, then \p = \p* (see Lemma

2.3 for the definition ofxp*).

(ii) For \p E LX(G, dx), the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) \p is positive semidefinite;
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(b) \pa (defined as in (10)) is positive semidefinite for all a in G;

(c) \p(a) E L(Ha) is positive semidefinite for all a in G.

(iii) If\px and \¡/2 are positive semidefinite in L2(G, dx) C LX(G, dx), then \p = \\ix\p2

is positive semidefinite.

Proof. Lemma 2.3(i) implies (i). For \\i G LX(G, dx), f E L2(G, dx), Lemma

2.3(iv) along with Theorem 2.4 and (12) yield

<*•/,/> =   2  <*« •/.,/«> =   1 datrace(f(a)î(a)(f(a))*).
«EG a£G

Equivalence of (a)-(c) in (ii) follows from this and the routine linear algebra

observation that an operator A E L(H) is positive semidefinite if and only if

trace BAB* > 0 for all B E L(H). For (iii), first suppose that \\>x=fAE Ca, \p2 = fB

E Cß. Then A = ipx(a), B = \p2(ß) are positive semidefinite and in the notation of

Lemma 2.6, P¡(A ® B)P* is positive semidefinite for i=l,2,...,N. By (15),

(^1^2) (y)ís positive semidefinite for all y E G and hence by (ii), \\/x\p2 is positive

semidefinite. By the obvious linearity argument, (iii) follows immediately from this

special case if \¡/x and xp2 each have a finite Fourier expansion (12). For \px,\p2

arbitrary in L2(G, dx), (iii) is obtained by a routine limit argument involving finite

truncations of the Fourier series of \¡/x, \p2.

2.9. For the reader's convenience, the properties of the functions <pa (see (7)),

a G GK, will now be summarized.

(i) For / G L2(K\G), the Fourier component fa of / is equal to <pa * f; if f is K

bi-invariant then/, is also equal to/* <pa. In particular,

[0,       a^ß,

«••*=1„.,     a = ß

(see Theorem 2.4(v)).

(ii) <pa = <p* is a positive semidefinite K bi-invariant function and

mad* - <Pa(e)  =  (<P« * <P*)(<0  =   (<Pa> <Pa)

(see 2.2 for notations and use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7).

(iii) <p¿ = <p„ (see the discussion in 2.5).

(iv) <Pa<Pß= 2yeIV-(<pa<Pa) * % = 2yeTaJ% * (<paq>p)

(see the discussion in 2.5 and use Lemma 2.6 along with 2.9(i)).

(v) For/ G L2(K\G) and ß E GK

(16) mßdß\\f\\2=    2   ((<paVß) *f,f).
a(EGK

To see why (16) holds, note that by Lemma 2.3 and 2.9(i), (ii), ((<pa<fß) */,/) =

(9ß( f * /*)> "Pa) is me value at e of the a-Fourier component of <pß(S*S*)- By

Theorem 2.4(iii), the Fourier series of <pß( f * /*) converges pointwise. Since

mßdß\\/II2 = <Pß(e)(f*f*)(e) by 2.9(h) and Lemma 2.3, (16) follows.

3. The Szegö theorem for compact homogeneous spaces.

3.1. Let (M, G) be a compact Hausdorff homogeneous space, i.e. M is a compact

Hausdorff space and G is a compact Hausdorff group which acts transitively on M
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in a continuous fashion. Then there is a unique G-invariant measure ft on M for

which ju(M) = 1. By Rl LX(M, ¡i) we mean the real-valued functions in LX(M, ¡x).

For f ER\ LX(M, n), Mf denotes the operator acting on functions on M by

(Mf<p)(p) = f(p)<p(p). For P an orthogonal projection on L2(M, ju) with the range

of F a finite dimensional G-invariant subspace of L2(M, \i), we define the Toeplitz

operator Tf P as the restriction to the range of P of the operator UfP — PMfP. As

will be seen below, T, P is well defined. Because/is real valued, Tf P is a selfadjoint

operator on the finite dimensional space PL2(M, ¡i) and hence has a real eigenvalue

decomposition. Now suppose 1(r) is a net defined on a directed set (<3l, >) with

values in the collection of finite dimensional G-invariant subspaces of L2(M, ¡i). Let

Pr be the orthogonal projection to 2(r) and write Tfr for T,P. For t G R, denote by

N+ (t,T{j.) the number (with multiplicity) of eigenvalues of T,r which are greater

than t. We say the Szegö theorem is valid relative to the net 2 if for every

/ G Rl LX(M, ft) and every t G R for which /¿(/-'(t)) = 0,

(1) M(/-'(t,oo))= lim
N+(r;T^)

dim2(r)

To make the analysis more tractable, we follow the standard device of identifying

M with a coset space of G via the choice of a base point p0 in M. For minor technical

reasons, we prefer to denote the action of G on the right, i.e. for p E M and x E G,

the action of x on p is written p • x. Then for K = {k G G: p0k — p0], K is a closed

subgroup of G and Kx -*p0x is a homeomorphism from K\G onto M. Functions <p

on M are then in one-to-one correspondence with K left-invariant functions <p on G

via <p(p0x) = y(x); moreover, for dx the normalized Haar measure on G, the

measure fi on M is given by

/ $(p)p(dp) = f <p(x)dx.
JM JG

Using the notations of 2.1, Lp(M,¡i) then becomes identified with LP(K\G) E

LP(G, dx) for p > 1. In view of Theorem 2.4(iv), it is natural to look only at nets 2

of the form 2(/") = 2aea(r) CaK where a(r) is a net defined on (%, >) with values in

the finite subsets of GK. Let a(r)# be the dimension of 2(0. By Theorem

2.4(iv)-(v),

(2\ °(r)* =     2    mJa

and the projection Pr to 2(0 is given by PJ = Dr * /where

(3) Dr=    2   <P„-
«ea(r)

Since Pr is well defined on L](K\G) as a projection with range in C(K\G) E

L2(K\G), PrMfPr is well defined on L2(K\G) E V(K\G) for/ G L](K\G).

Denote the Haar measure of any measurable subset F of G by | F |. With these

notations and identifications, (1) takes the form

N+(-r;Tfr)
(A) \f-\r,œ)\=lim ) J'r)

^°°       a(r)
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for all /G Rl LX(K\G) provided that |/-'(t)|=0. We shall begin below by

establishing necessary and sufficient conditions on the net a in order that (4) holds

for characteristic functions, then show that under these conditions, (4) survives the

familiar journey to arbitrary functions in RIL'(AaG) via simple functions and

nonnegative functions.

When the Hilbert space L2(K\G) is separable, arbitrary nets may be dispensed

with and replaced by sequences. This will be the case for all of our examples in §5.

However, no simplification in our proof results by restricting to the separable case.

We do not assume that our nets a are order preserving in the sense o(rx) D o(r2)

whenever rx > r2 simply because order considerations are irrelevant in our method of

proof. The order preserving property is a natural one, of course, and will be satisfied

in all of our examples. With it, our family of Toeplitz operators belongs to the

category of abstract Toeplitz operators formulated in [3]. In particular, one has the

pleasant property that the largest (respectively, smallest) eigenvalue of Tf r increases

(respectively, decreases) as r increases; if (4) holds, the limits of these extremal

eigenvalues are obviously the essential supremum and essential infimum of /. Also,

the essential infimum of / is positive, when all of the Toeplitz operators Tfr are

positive definite and this can be verified by the usual minor determinant test with

calculations simplified at each stage by the fact that one such minor is a lower order

Toeplitz operator. In the classical case (see §1), the /', j matrix entry of Tfn is the

(i — y')th Fourier coefficient of / and hence the Szegö theorem is interpreted as

giving substantial information about / by a discrete set of linear algebra calculations

involving its Fourier coefficients. Although explicit calculation of matrix entries for

our Toeplitz operators Tfr is limited by the extent to which tensor product

decompositions are known, it is clear from Lemma 2.6 that Tfr depends only on the

Fourier components of / corresponding to elements y in the finite subset

Ua oeo(r) ra,/i °f GK. To this extent, the classical interpretation survives. The value

of establishing the Szegö theorem on K\ G rather than just on G should be clear by

considering the distinction between analyzing functions on the group SO(m) and on

the sphere in Rm regarded as a homogeneous space of SO(m) (see 5.8). To apply our

results in the sense just described, one starts with a spherical harmonic series

description of a function on the sphere and then calculates matrix entries for

Toeplitz operators with the aid of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients among relevant

spherical harmonic representations of SO(m). While formidable, this task is much

less involved than calculations involving Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for arbitrary

representations of SO(m).

3.2. Lemma. Let a(r) be any finite subset of GK with a(r)* and Dr defined by (2) and

(3). Then,

(i)(G(r)*)-xSc\Dr(x)\2dx=l;

(ii) Dr = D; = Dr * Dr;

(iii) 0 « (o(r)*)-\\ Dr\2*f,f)< (f, f) for all fG L2(K\G).

Proof, (i) and (ii) are immediate from 2.9(i), (ii). Since <pa is positive semidefinite

for all a E GK, Lemma 2.7 implies that <pa<pß is positive semidefinite for a, ß E GK
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and hence | Dr\2 = 2aj3e<,(r)<pa<p/3 is positive semidefinite. Using this and 2.9(v), for

all/G L2(K\G),

0^(\Dr\2*f,f)^       2 2     ((<PaVß)*S,S)

=    2    rnßdß(f,f)=o(r)#(f,f)
ßea(r)

and (iii) follows.

3.3. Lemma. Let a(r) be a net with values in the finite subsets of GK. Then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) {(o(r)*)~x | Dr\2: r E <$L} is an approximate identity in L2(K\G), i.e.

lim r^J\(o(r)*yx \Dr\2 * f- f\\2 = 0 for all fE L2(K\G).

ÇÙ)Km„Jto(ry*)-\\ Dr\2 *f,g)= (f, g) for all f, g E L2(K\G).
(iii) limr_00(a(r)#)~1(| Dr\2 * f, f) — (f, f) whenever f is the characteristic func-

tion of a K left-invariant subset of G.

(iv) For all y G GK, lim^x(a(r)*yx(\ Dr\2 * %)(e) = %(e).

These equivalent conditions are implied by:

(v) For ally G GK,limr^x[o°(r)*/o(r)#] = 1 where

oy°(r)={aEo(r):Ta,yEo(r)},    oy°(r)# =     £    mada

(see 2.5 for the definition of T    ).

Proof. The implications (i) => (ii) and (ii) =» (iii) are trivial. For y E GK, define

\\>r — (a(r)*)~x | Dr |2 * <py. Since |F>r|2 is K bi-invariant, tpry is the y-Fourier

component of the function (a(r)*)~x \Dr\2 by 2.9(i). Since (h,<py)= h(e) for all

h G CyK, (iv) results from (ii) by taking/ = g — q>y. By Lemma 3.2 for/ G L2(K\G)

and h = %* f = fy,

<% •/,/>- <*,.T •/,/>= (h, h)~ (o(r)*Y\\ Dr\2 * h, h)> 0.

Hence, <py — \\ir   is positive semidefinite for all r and y. In particular,

\%(x) ->¡>r.y(x)\<:<py(e) -\\>ry(e).

Therefore, given (iv), \p converges uniformly to <py for all y. If/has a finite Fourier

expansion, it follows that (o(r)#)~x \Dr\2 * f — 27ef5 </v,y * / converges uniformly

to 2ye(j %*f — f- The functions with finite Fourier expansion being dense in

L2(K\G),(i) follows.

Finally, we will show that (iii) and (v) separately imply (ii). Define Qrf = / —

(o(r)#yx \Dr\2* fand (f, g)r = (QJ, g) for /, g G L2(K\G). By Lemma 3.2(iii),

Qrf is a positive semidefinite operator with operator norm < 1. Hence for II / Il r =

(f,f)1/2, II llrisaseminormonL2(/:\G)with||/||r*£||/||,|</, g\\< \\ f \\ r\\ g\\,

for all/, g E L2(K\G). Given (hi) lim^oJI/H,. = 0 whenever/is a characteristic

function in L2(K\G) and hence, II II r being a seminorm, lim,.,,«, Il / Il r = 0 whenever

/is a simple function in L2(K\G). Since the simple functions are dense inL2(^\ G)

relative to ||  ||, it follows that limr_0O||/1|r = 0 for all /G L2(K\G) and then
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limr^x(f, g)r = 0 for all/, g G L2(K\G); this is (ii). Now assume (v). By Lemma

2.6, for / G CyK, (ya<pß) * f is zero if y g TSß and y G TSß « ß G TSß- <=> ß E Tay.

Hence if a G a?°(r) and / G Cy K, (ya(pß) * / = 0 when ß & a(r). Using 2.9(v) and

Lemma 3.2(iii), it follows that

°y°(r)*\\f\\2=     2     rnada\\f\\2=     2 2    <{v~<Pß) • f> f)

<(\Dr\2*f,f)*io(r)*\\f\\2

for/ G CT>Jf. By (v), this imphes lim,...«, || / II r — 0 whenever/ G CY £, y G GK. Then

(ii) follows from Theorem 2.4(i) and another application of the properties of II • llr

listed above.

3.4. Remarks. We will eventually show that Lemma 3.3(i)-(iv) are necessary and

sufficient for validity of the Szegö theorem (4) on (K\G) and consequently that

Lemma 3.3(v) is sufficient. In practice, conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.3 are difficult

to verify directly. As will be seen below, condition (v) of Lemma 3.3 can be verified

in a wide variety of examples. In these examples, there is a concrete sense in which

for y fixed in GK, the subset r forms a neighborhood of a. With this interpreta-

tion, oy(r) is the "interior" of a(r) with respect to "y-neighborhoods" and Lemma

3.3(v) carries the intuitive meaning that for r large, most of a(r) should consist of

interior points. For the classical case with G = F1, K = {e}, G is parameterized by Z

with (pk(x) — e'kx (k E Z, x E G) and Tk ¡ consists of the single point k + I. If for

n > 0, one defines a(n) as any consecutive string of n + 1 integers, the classical

choice being a(n) — (0,1,2,...,«}, then Lemma 3.3(v) is just the trivial assertion

that for all n E Z,

n+ I -\k\
-—-> 1    as n -* co.

n + 1

For compact Lie groups, it is natural to define a(n) as the representations whose

highest weight has length at most n; in §5, we will show that Lemma 3.3(v) then

holds. For the classical case and other easy examples, it is possible to verify Lemma

3.3(v) for many choices of a, including some bizarre ones. A host of Szegö theorems

result.

In general, | Dr \2 * tpy, the y-Fourier component of | Dr \2, need not be a constant

multiple Cry of <p ; when it is, Lemma 3.2(iv) takes the less forbidding form

lim,._00C = 1 for all y G GK. There are two important special cases where this

simplification results. When K \ G is symmetric in the sense that the K bi-invariant

functions in G commute under convolution, it is easy to prove that my— 1 for all

y G GK and deduce that the functions <py span the K bi-invariant functions; since

|Dr|2 is K bi-invariant, it follows that |Dr|2 = 2ye¿KCr¡yq>y. Alternatively when

K = {e), tpa — daxa is a central function on G (i.e. <pa(xy) = <pa(yx) for all x, y G G)

and it follows easily from Theorem 2.4 that the characters x„ form an orthonormal

basis for the central functions in L2(G, dx). Since | Dr \2 is central, we obtain

| Dr \2 = ?,yfE¿Cry(py. From the discussion above, 0 < Cry < 1 in all such cases.
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3.5. Lemma. Let f E Rl LX(K\ G), a(r) a net with values in the finite subsets of GK.

Using the notations of 3.1

(i) trace Tf r = o(r)*fG f(x) dx,

(ii) trace T2r= (\Dr \2 */,/>,

(hi) trace(MgUfrMg) = (\Dr\2 * f, g2) for g any measurable left K invariant

function on G which is bounded and real valued.

Proof. Since Ufr = PrMfPr agrees with Tfr on the range of Pr and vanishes on the

orthogonal complement, trace Tfkr — trace Ufkr for k = 1,2. Using Pr<p = Dr * <p, U{ r

is seen to be a selfadjoint integral operator with the kernel

Kfr(x,y)=ÍDr(xz-x)f(z)Dr(zy-x)dz.
JG

Clearly K, is a jointly continuous function on G X G. Since Ufr has finite rank, it

has only finitely many negative eigenvalues. Thus Mercer's theorem [9, p. 245]

applies and with the aid of Lemma 3.2 and an obvious change of variable argument,

trace U, r = [ K,(x, x) dx = f (| Dr \2 * f)(x) dx = o(r)* f f(x) dx.
JG JG JG

For (ii), U2r has the iterated kernel

Kñ(x,y) = f Kf(x,u)Kf(u,y)dy= ( Kf(x,u) Kf(y,u) du
"G "G

and Mercer's theorem, interchange of integration, and Lemma 3.2 yield

trace Uf2r = j Kj2\x, x) dx

f f f(z)f(w)   f f Dr(xz-x)Dr(zu~i)Dr(uw-x)Dr(wx'x) dxdu

JGJG I/g-'G

<l Dr |2 */,/>.

dz dw

For (iii), M Uf rM still has finite rank but has the possibly noncontinuous kernel

g(x)Kf r(x, y)g(y) so Mercer's theorem is not applicable. By approximating g in

L2(K\G) by a sequence of continuous functions, it is easy to see that the trace of

this operator can still be expressed by integrating the kernel along the diagonal.

Thus

trace(MgULrMg) = ( f g(xf \ Dr\2 (xz~x)f(z) dz dx = (\ Dr\2 * f, g2).
G   G

3.6. Theorem. The equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.3 are necessary and

sufficient in order that (A) be valid whenever f — Xa 's me characteristic function of a

left K-invariant measurable subset fi of G.

Proof. When/= xa, we simplify notation by writing Ma for A/, and TQr for Tfr.

Since Tf r — PrMaPr is the product of three orthogonal projections, all of its

eigenvalues are between 0 and 1. Both sides of (4) are then zero for t < 0 and both

sides are 1 for t > 0. For t = 0 or 1, (4) is obvious if either fi or its complement is a
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null set and otherwise is excluded from consideration since Xa'(T) nas nonzero

measure. It remains to investigate (4) for 0 < t < 1, i.e. determine when it is true

that

(5) ,a|=,imi^>
r^°°       o(r)

for all ß and rin (0,1).

Fix S2 and let (X;,r)i</<0(r)# De tne eigenvalues (with multiplicity) of Ta r. By

Lemma 3.5 and 3.2,

I'   \j,r = °(r)* I a I ,    °2   *j,r = °(r)# I Q I (1 - e(0)
y=i 7=i

where

e(r) = röM<Xa>Xa>-~^(\Dr\2*Xa,Xa)
l"l I a(r)#

Condition (iii) of Lemma 3.3 states that lim^^e^) = 0. Assuming this, e(r) <

for r sufficiently large. Define

Nx(r)={j:\J,r<e(r)]/2},

N2(r)={j:e(ry/2<XJ^l-e(ry/2},

N3(r) = {j:\J,r>l-e(ry/2}

and let N*(r) be the cardinality of N¡(r) for i = 1,2,3. Then

\e(ry/2N2*(r)< s yi-y2<

I'   *,.,-*},, = a(r)#|0|«(r)<

which yields

(6) N#(r) = o(o(r)*).

Then

a(r)#

2       Ay,r =     2     Ay,r ~ 2 A7,r
ye/V3(r) y=l j<ENx(r)\JN2(r)

o(r)*\Sl\+o(o(r)#)

and

(l-e(r)'/>3#('-)<    2    \-,,<*3*(0
y'GA^(r)

SO

(7) N*(r) = a(r)*\ii\+o(a(r)#).
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Given 0 < t < 1, for r sufficiently large, e(r)x/2 < t < 1 — e(r)x/2. Combining (6)

and (7), we obtain

N+ (t; TQif) = N*(r) + o(o(rf) = a(rf \ ß \ +o(a(rf)

and this is precisely (5).

Conversely, suppose we have (5) for all t. For 0 < t, < t2 < 1, we have N+

(Ti; TQ,r) - N+(T2> Ta,r) = °(a(r)#) which implies

a(rf | ß | e(r) = °2   \,,r - A2,r < (t, + 1 - r2)a(r)# + 0(a(r)#).

7=1

Taking t, arbitrarily close to 0 and t2 close to 1, it follows that lim,.^«, e(r) — 0, i.e.

condition (iii) of Lemma 3.3 holds for/= Xa-

3.7. Definition. For A a compact selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and

t > 0, N+ (t;A) denotes the number with multiplicity of eigenvalues of A which are

greater than t.

We do not know a reference for the following elementary results.

3.8. Lemma. Let A and B be compact selfadjoint operators on H.

(i) N+(t;A) » N+(t;B) for all t > 0 // A > B, i.e. if A - B is a positive

semidefinite operator,

(u)N+(tx + r2;A + B) *s N+(tx;A) + N+ (r2;B)for allt„ t2 > 0;

(iii) N+ (t + o;A) - N+ (5; -B) < N+ (t;A + B) < N+ (t - 8;A) + N+ (d;B)

whenever t > S > 0;

(iv) #+ (t;8A) = N+ (r/8;A) for t, 8 > 0.

Proof. Define PT A as the orthogonal projection on H to HT A, the sum of all

eigenspaces of A corresponding to eigenvalues greater than r. Since A is compact,

Hr A is finite dimensional and N+ (r;A) = dim HT A. Then if v is nonzero in HT A,

(Av, v)> t(v, v). Conversely, if (Av, v)> r(v, v), then PT Av ¥= 0. For,4 > B and

v nonzero in HtB, (Av, v)> (Bv, v)> t(v, v) implies PtAv¥=0. Thus, PtA is

one-to-one on HT B and (i) follows. For (ii), if v is nonzero in Hr +T A + B,

(Av, v)+ (Bv, v}— ((A + B)v, o)> tx(v, v)+ t2(v, v)

which means either (Av,v)> tx(v,v) or (Bv,v)>t2(v,v). The map v ->

(PtAv, Pt Bv) is then one-to-one from H +r A+B into the outer direct sum of HT¡ A

and H B and (ii) follows. Statement (iii) is a consequence of (ii) with A = (A + B)

+ (-B) and (iv) follows trivially from Definition 3.7.

3.9. Lemma. Let fl,,..., ßm be a family of mutually disjoint K left-invariant subsets

of G and a(r) a net satisfying Lemma 3.3(i)-(iv). For f — Xa ■> wriie Mjfor Mf and Ujr

for Uj r. Then for r > 0 and 1 < i,j, k < m,

(i)'

N+ (t; ±M,UjirM,) = o(a(r)*)    if i ¥=j;

(ii)

tf+ (r;±(MtU,,Mk + M^M,)) = o(a(r)#)    i/i ^yory ^ fc;
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(iii)

\o(a(rf) if r>l,

1 J'r   j!      }a(r)#|ß;|+0(a(r)#)     ,/t<1.

Proof, (i) From Lemma 3.5(iii) and Lemma 3.3(h)

trace(M,UMM,) = (\ Dr \2 * Xa,, Xa,> = <Xa,, Xa,> + o(o(rf) = o(o(r)#).

Since M/U, rMi is a positive semidefinite operator of finite rank, N+ (T;-M¡Uj¡rM¡)

= 0 and N+ (t;M,.LA. fM,) < t"1 trace(M,L/ rAf,) = o(a(r)#).

(ii) For p > 0 define

A± = p^M^Mj ± pMkPrMj.

Then A±A*± » 0 where the ± signs are either both " + " or both "-". Expanding

out and using M2 — Mj, Uj<r = PrMjPr,

(8) p-2M,iy;,rM, + o2MkUJ<rMk >± (A/,.L/,rM, + MkU^rM,).

If neither /' nor fc is equal toy, (ii) follows from (8) along with (i) and Lemma 3.8.

Suppose then that i —j ¥= k and choose p such that p2r/2 > 1. Since II Af,c/ rMy|| <

1, N+ (p\/2;M/UjrMj) = 0. By Lemma 3.8 and (8),

N+(r;±(MjUJtrMk + MkUMMj))

< N+ (r/2;P-2MjUmMj) + N+ (r/2; p2MkUJ<rMk)

= N+(r/(2p2);MkUJirMk)=o(ct(r)#).

(iii) Let ü'j be the complement of ßy in G and write M] for M  ,. Since M + M' is

the identity operator on L2(K\G),

where

UJ.r = W.rMJ+rj.r

Vj.r = M}Uj.rMJ + W,M; + MJ-Uj,rMJ.

By (i) and (ii) along with Lemma 3.8(h), N+ (t,±V) r) = o(a(r)*). Hence by Lemma

3.8(iii), for x > 8 > 0,

N+(r + 8;UM)+o{a(rf)
(9)

< N+ (r;MjUhlLj) < tV+ (t - 8; UM) + o(o(r)*).

For t > 1, we have already noted in the proof of (ii) that N+ (T;MjUjrMj) = 0. For

t<1, we recall from Theorem 3.6 that N+(r,UJr) = a(r)# \Qj\+o(o(r)*).

Choosing 8 small enough so that t + 5 < 1, (iii) follows from this and (9).

3.10. Theorem. The Szegö theorem on K\G is valid relative to a net a if and only if

a satisfies the equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.3.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions in Lemma 3.3 has already been established

in Theorem 3.6. We shall prove that these conditions are sufficient by first using
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Theorem 3.6 to show that (4) is valid for simple functions and then using approxi-

mation by simple functions to obtain (4) in general.

If /G Rl LX(K\G), a E R, and (/ + a)(x) = f(x) + a, Tf+ar = Tfr + alr where

Ir is the identity operator on PrL2(K\G). Then, for any t G R, N+ (r;T/+ar) =

N+(r-a;Tfr) and | (/+ o)'x(t, oo) | = |/~'(t - a, oo) |. It follows that (4) holds

for / if and only if it holds for f+a.ln particular, validity of (4) for positive-valued

functions implies its validity for functions bounded from below.

Let/G Rl LX(K\G) be a simple function i.e./= 2"=1a/Xa where ax,...,a„ are

real numbers and ß,,... ,fi„ are pairwise disjoint measurable K-left invariant subsets

of G whose union is G. By the above remarks, we may assume without loss of

generality that a] > 0 for all j. Then both sides of (4) are zero for t < 0. Fix t > 0

distinct from ax, a2,...,an. Then N+ (r,Tfr) — A,+ (r;L/-r). Using the notational

conventions of Lemma 3.9

Uf.r=     2 m\uA 2 Mk   = 2 ajMjUj^Mj+W,
\i=\        I \k=\ I        y=l

where

K=   2   "jM.Vj.rM,.
i •Pj or
j*k

By Lemmas 3.8(iii) and 3.9(h), (iii),

N+lr + 8; 2 MjUJt ,m\ + o(a(rf) < N+ (t; E//r)

« N+   t - 8; 2 üjMjUj^mA + o(a(r)#)

whenever 0 < 5 < t. Choose 8 small enough so that none of the af 's are in the

interval [t - 8, t + 8]. By Lemmas 3.8(iv), 3.9(i), and the fact that 2^=, ajM/Uj^Mj

is an operator direct sum (i.e. the product of any two distinct summands is zero),

N+   t ±5; 2 ajMjUjM = 2 N+ I ̂  iMjU^Mj)
\ 7=1 /        7=1 \        J '

=   2 a(r)#|ß7|+0(a(/-)#).
ap>T

Combining the last two equations, we obtain (4).

Next let/G LX(K\G) with/(x) > 0 a.e. Then both sides of (4) are zero for t =£ 0.

Fix t>0 with |/~'(t)|=0 and choose a monotonically increasing sequence of

simple functionsg„ (n > 1) with/(x) = hmn^aogn(x) a.e. and | g~x(r) |= 0 for all n.

By Lemma 3.8(i), N+(r,Tfr) > N+ (r;Tgn r) since f^gn obviously implies Tfr>

Tg     Since (4) holds for gn, we obtain

,.   «W>r   ,.   N+iT->T*Jhm-— > hm   hm
(10) —       o(r)* »-» r-«        o(rf

hm \g;l(r, oo)| = |/-'(t,oo)| .
n^> oo
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Now choose any sequence 8k(k^ 1) with 8k -» 0+ such that 0 = \f \r — 8k)\-

\g?(r - Sk) I for a" n and k- Since/ - gn > 0, N+(8k, Tf_g¡¡r) < 1/5, trace(Tf_gr).

It follows by Lemmas 3.5(i) and 3.8(iii) that

_  N+(t,T,,) 1
lim ; ,#/,;<|gn-'(r-a.,oo)|+--||/-gJI,

r-oo O(r) bk

for all k and n. By first letting n -> oo and then letting fe -» oo, we obtain

Ü°í  *   ,'«      < Um |/-1(T-5„a,)| = |/-1[T,OT)| = |/-|(T,o»)|
r^oo ff(/-) *-°°

and conclude from (10) that (4) holds.

Finally let/be arbitrary in Rl LX(K\G) and define for n — 1,2,...

f„(x) = max{/(x),-w}.

Fix any real number t for which |/~'(t) |= 0. For large n f„~\r, oo) =/"'(t, oo).

From the last paragraph and the remarks at the outset of the proof, (4) holds for/,.

Since/, >/, Lemma 3.8(i) yields

ÏT-  N+(r;T,)

(H) Hm -   -f-^<|/-'(T,oo)|.
r^oo o(r)

To obtain a reverse estimate, we choose S¿ -» 0+ with |/"'(t + 8k) \= 0 for k =

1,2,_Then, for all k, n,

N+{r + 8k;TfJ<N+(r;Tf¡r) + N+{8k;Tfii^r)

by the obvious extension of Lemma 3.8(iii) to arbitrary t for operators on a finite

dimensional Hilbert space. As above, N+ (8k; Tfn_fr) < 8k~xo(r)# || /„ — / II,. Hence,

hm   N   (T'JAr)>lim    lim{\fn-x(r + 8k,œ)\-8kx\\fn-f\\x}
— o(r) *-«   «-oo

= hm |/-'(T + 5,,«>)| = |/-1(T,a>)|
k-> oo

and (4) follows from this and (11).

4. A polynomial growth estimate.

4.1. Let V be an w-dimensional real vector space. Recall that a subset £ of F is

said to be a lattice in V if there exists a basis vx,v2,...,vm of V such that

£ = 2£Li XyU, G Ê if and only if xx,... ,xm are integers. Any such basis is then said to

be a lattice basis for E. A subset <3 of F is said to be an open convex cone if 6 is a

convex set which is open with respect to the standard topology in V and has the

property that whenever £ G Q, then the ray {i£: t > 0} is contained in Q. The

following elementary proposition will be used in §5 to insure that condition 3.3(v)

can be verified for many examples.
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4.2. Proposition. Let V be an m-dimensional real vector space, Il II a norm on V, £

a lattice in V, G an open convex cone in V, and fa real-valued polynomial function on V

with f(x) > 0 for x E G, the closure of V. For n > 0, define a(n) - {x G Q n £:

Hxll «£ «}. Then for any c > 0,

,. ^xeo(n-c)f\X)
i™  —-7TT= l-

n-oo      ^xeo(rl)f(X)

Proof. By choosing a lattice basis for £ in V, all the objects at hand can be

transferred to similar objects in Rm. Hence it suffices to prove the proposition for the

case when V = Rm and £ is the lattice consisting of all w-tuples with integer

components. Let dx be Lebesgue measure in Rm, i.e. dx = dxx, dx2,...,dxm for

x = (xx,x2,...,xm). For a = (ax,a2,...,am) arbitrary and Da = {xx, x2,.. .,x„:

0 < xt. — at < 1}, the Lebesgue measure of Da is 1. Consequently, with Bn — {x E Q:

Il x || < «}, for any function F on Rm, 2xe<j(„) F(x) is a Riemann sum approximation

to ¡B F(x)dx. For S = {£ G Rm: ||£|| = 1}, dx is expressed in polar coordinates

x = r£(r — ||x ||, £ G 5) by rm~x drdu(i) where w is a measure on 5. Thus, for any

F,

ÍF(x)dx=(     (fF(rÍ)rmXdr]du(Í).
jb„ Jsne\Jo '

Now let iV be the degree of /and /i the unique homogeneous polynomial of degree N

such that g—f—h has degree *£ N — 1. Then there exists a constant A such that

IgMlonixll*"1 for all x and

(1) f g(x)dx<Aw(Sne~) frN+m-2dr=0(nN+m-x).
JB„ J0

For x E G and t > 0,

0 <f(tx) = tNh(x) + g(tx) < tN-x(th(x) + /I)

and hence h(x) > 0. It follows that /sne /i(£) i/w(£) > 0. Hence

(2) [ h(x)dx= ( f"rN+m-xdr) f     h((.) dw(t) = KnN+m
jb„ Wo ' •'sne

with K > 0. By (1) and (2), /B(_ /(x) Jx = KnN+m + o(nN+m) as n -> oo. By routine

but tedious arguments which we shall omit, it can be shown that 2xea(n)/(x) =

KnN+m + o(«'v+m) as well. The proposition is then immediate.

5. Examples.

5.1. In this section, the major result is Corollary 5.7 asserting that the Szegö

theorem holds on all connected compact Riemannian symmetric spaces. By the

familiar device of identifying a group G with A \ G X G where A = {(g,,g2)GGX

G: g, = g2), it then follows that the Szegö theorem holds for all connected compact

Lie groups. For harmonic analysis purposes, this description is needlessly awkward

and we therefore treat the group case separately in Theorem 5.4. This has the extra

advantage of not burdening the group case by the very technical description of

representations in Theorem 5.6. The objects discussed in subsection 5.2 and the
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results of subsection 5.3 are all standard. A thorough treatment assuming no

background in Lie theory is given in [1].

5.2. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and t a fixed

maximal abelian subalgebra of g. Denote by exp the usual exponential map from g

onto G. Then T = exp t is a maximal torus in G and £ = {X E t: exp A' = e) is a

lattice in t. Let t* be the dual space of t and £* = {X G t*: \(H) E Z for all

H E £} the dual lattice. For X G £*, \Px(expH) = el7TiMH) defines a continuous

homomorphism from T to Tx, the unique circle in C, and every continuous

homomorphism from T to F1 is of the form \px for some X G £*. For U any finite

dimensional unitary representation of G on (H, (•,)), H has an orthonormal basis

ej (I <y < d = dim H) consisting of simultaneous eigenvectors for the commuting

unitary operators i/(exp H), H E t. It follows that there are elements Xx,X2,...,\d

in £* for which the restriction to T of the trace character Xu(x) = trace U(x) is

given by Xu\t~ 2y=i ^x/! these elements are called the weights of U relative to t.

The roots of g relative to t are the nonzero weights of the adjoint representation of G

on gc. This representation is defined by using complex linearity to extend to

gc — g + /'g the operators Ad x (x E G) defined on g by Ad x(X) =

(-¿j)t=0x(exp tX)x'x. The collection of roots of g relative to t will be denoted by A.

The Weyl group W associated with the pair (G,T) is defined by W = N(T)/T

where N(T) is the normalizer of T in G. For w = nT G IF, Ad « maps £ into £ and

hence w acts on £* by (w ■ X)(//) = X(Ad n~xH). The action of Wont* preserves

the set of weights of any representation of G. It is convenient to define a partial

ordering > on £* by X > /i if p. is contained in the convex hull of IF • X but X is not

contained in the convex hull of W ■ ¡i. A Weyl chamber is a connected component 6

of t — U ,eA ker £. A root £ is said to be positive relative to 6 if £(//)> 0 for some

(hence all) H E 6; the collection of positive roots is denoted by A+(6). For Q a

fixed Weyl chamber, 8 = 8(6) is defined by

ô = i   2   É-
feA+(ß)

Now fix an inner product ( • , • ) on g relative to which Ad x is orthogonal for all

x E Q. The restriction of (• , •) to t then defines an isomorphism of t* and t via

X «-» Hx where \(H) = (H, Hx) for all H E t. An inner product on t* may then be

defined by (X, jti) = (Hx, H^) for X, ju G t*. Using this inner product, the dual Weyl

chamber 6* is defined by

G*= [X Et*: HXE 6} = {XGt*:<X,£>>Oforall£GA+(e)}.

For 8 defined as above, it can be shown that 2(6, £>/(£, £> is a positive integer for

each £ G A+ (S). In particular, 8 E Q*.

For application of this machinery to a description of G, recall from 2.4 that a G G

is completely described by its trace character xa- It can be shown that every x E G is

of the form x = yty~x for some >> G G, t G T and hence xÂx) = X«(0- Thus a and

Xa are determined by x„ |r and hence by the weights of a relative to t. The collection

of weights is a union in £* of Weyl group orbits. It can be shown that for 6* a fixed

dual Weyl chamber with 6* its closure in t*, every Weyl group orbit in £* contains
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precisely one point in ¡3*, i.e. G* D £* parametrizes the IF-orbits in £*. The crux of

the famous Cartan-Weyl parametrization of G by "highest weights" is that for

a G G, one IF-orbit in its collection of weights dominates all others in the sense of

the above partial ordering on £*. The precise statement is given in Theorem 5.3; for

convenience below, the well known Weyl dimension formula is also stated.

5.3. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with T = exp t a maximal

torus in G, Q* E t* a dual Weyl chamber. Using the notations of 5.2:

(i) For a E G, there exists a unique element X(a) G £* n &* such that xa \r ~

%weww " *x(o) + 2/1^x(«)V''/i for some nonnegative integers n^. X(a) is called the

highest weight of a.

(ii) For X G £* n Q*, there is a unique class a E G for which X = X(a).

(iii) For X = X(a) G £* fl &*, the degree da of a is given by

<■> <■- n i7of •£eA+(ß)      (t>,£>

Proof. See [1, 6].

5.4. Theorem. For G any compact Lie group, a net a in G can be chosen so that the

Szegö theorem is true on G, i.e. (A) e>/§3 is satisfied with K = {e}.

Proof. First assume that G is connected. Using the notations of Theorem 5.3,

define for n = 1,0,...,

(2) a(n) = [a EG: \\\(a)\\ « n)

where || II is any norm on t* invariant under the action of the Weyl group. Note that

a(n) is finite since the lattice £* can contain only finitely many points with length

less than or equal to n. Now fix a, y G G with X = X(a), tj = X(y). It follows from

Klimyk's formula [6, p. 142] that ß E T (see 2.5) implies p = X(ß) is of the form

/x = X + v where v is a weight of y. But then either v G W ■ tj or v <t\ and in both

cases ||I'll < HtjII so

IIA(j8)|| = ||/ill< 11X11 + IIHI = IIX(a)|| + ||X(y)||

whenever ß E Tay. In particular, if a G a(n — l|X(y)||), then Tay E a(n). In the

notation of Lemma 3.3(v), a°(n) D a(n — ||X(y)||) for all y G G. Now define/on t*

by

fMJ n  i^iff.
Clearly fis a polynomial function on t* which is positive on 6*. In the notations of

§2, ma = da since K = {e} and thus by (1), /(X) = mada = d2a for X = \(a). By

Proposition 4.2 we conclude that Lemma 3.3(v) is valid when a is defined by (2) and

hence by Theorem 3.10 the Szegö theorem holds on G.

Now let G be a nonconnected compact Lie group with G the connected compo-

nent of the identity in G. Then G/G is both compact and discrete, hence finite. Fix

representatives p,,... ,pm for the cosets of G in G. A function / on G is naturally

identified with an w-tuple (/,, /2,... ,/m) of functions on G where fj(x) = f(xpj) for
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x G G. The normalized Haar measures dx on G and dx on G are related by

i    m

¡J(x)dx = ~ 2   (Sj(x)dx.
JG m J=x  JG

Hence L2(G, dx) is identified in a natural way with the outer direct sum of m copies

of L2(G, dx). Let a(n) be as in (2) with 2(«) = 2aea(n) Ca the associated subspace

of L2(G, dx). Define 2(n) C L2(G, dx) as the outer direct sum of m copies of 2(n).

The orthogonal projection operator P(n) from L2(G, dx) to 2(n) is then the outer

direct sum of m copies of the orthogonal projection operator P(n): L2(G, dx) -» 2(n).

For/ G Rl LX(G, dx) with/« (/,,... ,fm), the Toeplitz operator ffn = P(n)MfP(n)

is then the direct sum of the Toeplitz operators Tfn = PnMfPn (1 </ < m). Since

equation (1) of 3.1 holds for the operators T, „ relative to 2(«), it follows trivially

that this equation also holds for ffn relative to 2(«). The subspaces 2(n) are easily

seen to be invariant under right G translations. If one chooses the norm || || as

arising as in 5.2 from the restriction to t of an inner product on g relative to which

Ad x: g -* g is orthogonal for all x E G, then for a G G with highest weight X(a)

and 1 < / «s m, the highest weight of the irreducible representation of G with trace

character x -» xÁPiXp¡x) is easily seen to have the same length as X(a). It follows

that the spaces 2(n) are invariant under left G-translations as well. By Theorem 2.4,

there is a finite subset a(n) of (G) such that 2(«) = 2a-eff(„) Q. Consequently, one

has the Szegö theorem on G in the more natural form (4) of 3.1. For most standard

examples, it is easy to describe a(n) explicitly in terms of a(n); a general description

is awkward.

5.5. We now wish to discuss the Szegö theorem in the form (1) of §3 for the pairs

(M, G) where M is a compact Riemannian manifold which is symmetric in the sense

of Cartan and G is the group of isometries on M. For simplicity, we shall treat only

the case where M is connected and G is the connected component of the identity in

the group of isometries on M; more general cases can then be handled by arguments

similar to those in the proof of Theorem 5.4. It is well known (e.g. see Helgason [4])

that the pairs (M,G) are precisely those which have a coset realization (K\G, G)

where G is a compact connected Lie group, K is a closed subgroup of G, G acts

effectively on K \ G (i.e. K contains no non trivial subgroups which are normal in G),

and there exists an involutive automorphism 0 of G for which

(3) (Ke)eEKEKe

where Ke — {xE G: 0(x) = x) and (Ke)e is the connected component of the

identity in K. We therefore treat only coset spaces of this form and seek a

description of a sequence a(n) for which Lemma 3.3(v) is valid. The description of G

in Theorem 5.3 applies to any maximal torus T and Weyl chamber 6. For a

satisfactory description of GK, special choices of T and G are required.

Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Then g has the familiar Cartan decomposition

g = f + p (vector space direct sum) where f (respectively, p ) is the +1 (respectively,
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-1) eigenspace of the differential 6^ of 0. By (3), f is the Lie algebra of K. Since 0^ is

an automorphism of g, f and f satisfy the Lie bracket relations

(4) [M]ci,   [t>,t>]cf,   [f,p]cp.

Choose a maximal abelian subspace t, in p and then choose a maximal abelian

subspace 12 in

m= [XEl: [X,H] = 0 for all H E t,}.

Let t = t, + t2. By (4), t is a maximal abelian subalgebra of g and hence F = exp t

is a maximal torus in G. Any linear functional £ G t* is then of the form £ = £, + £2

for £7 G t* (j = 1,2) in the sense that £(//, + H2) = £,(//,) + £2(//2) for //, E t}

(j = 1,2). As in 5.2, let Act*- {0} be the roots of g relative to t. For; = 1,2, let

Aj C t* be the collection of elements £y for which there exists £ G A of the form

£ = £, + £2. Then A, and A2 are finite sets. Hence there exists Hx G t,, H2 E t2 such

that | £,(//,) |>| £2(//2) | > 0 for all nonzero £, G A„ £2 G A2. Let // = //,+ //2, ß

the Weyl chamber of t containing H and ß* C t* the corresponding dual Weyl

chamber.

Let £ C t and £* C t* be as defined in 5.2. For Q* as above, define

£* = {X G£*: \(H) G Z whenever/7 G t and exp/F G K}.

Note that £*. is a subgroup of the additive group £* and if X G £*-, then X vanishes

on t2 c f. However the converse need not be true since there may be points in

t, Cj) whose exponential is in K.

5.6. Theorem. Using the notations of 5.5, £*. n Q* parametrizes GK in the sense of

Theorem 5.3, i.e. for a E G, a is in GK if and only if its highest weight X(a) G 6* is in
p*

Proof. The authors do not know a reference to this result in the form stated

although it is presumably familiar to experts in the subject. For the case when G is

simply connected, the theorem is due to E. Cartan and S. Helgason; a proof appears

in the book by Garth Warner [11, pp. 210-213]. We shall give only the modifications

needed to extend Warner's proof to the present generality.

Since G is compact, its Lie algebra g is the Lie algebra direct sum of a compact

semisimple Lie algebra g 0 and an abelian algebra §. Let G0 be a connected, simply

connected Lie group with Lie algebra g0; by Weyl's theorem [4, p. 123], G0 is

compact. By standard covering group arguments, there exists a torus S with Lie

algebra § and a continuous homomorphism it from Gx — G0X S (Lie group direct

product) onto G whose kernel D is a finite subgroup of the center of G,. Define

Kx — ir~x(K). The sets GK and (GX)K are then in one-to-one correspondence. To see

this note that U ^ Ux = U ° tt is a one-to-one correspondence between representa-

tions U of G and representations Ux of G, for which Ux(d) is the identity operator

for all d ED. This correspondence respects equivalence of representations and

hence defines an injection a -> a, from G into G,. Trivially if a G GK then a, G

(GX)K. Conversely, if ß is arbitrary in (GX)K with Uß an element of the class ß,

Schur's Lemma implies that for d E D,  Uß(d) is a scalar multiple c(d) of the
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identity operator. Since D E Kx and there are nonzero vectors fixed by Uß(Kx) for

all kx E Kx, the scalars c(d) are 1 and it follows that ß is of the form a, for some

a G GK. Since G, is the direct product of G0 and the abelian group S, Gx is the

Cartesian product of G0 and the familiar character group S « Z" (n = dim 3) in the

sense that a representation t/, of G, is irreducible if and only if

Ux(g0,s) = *(s)U0(g0)

where ^ E S and U0 is an irreducible representation of G0. In view of these

observations, it remains to describe the set 6* D £*- C t* in terms of an analogous

set arising from G0 and S.

First note that since 6^ is an automorphism of g, the center ê of g and the derived

subalgebra [g, g] = g0 are 8^ invariant and hence are the direct sums of their

intersections with the ö^-eigenspaces f and p. But exp(f n §) is a connected

subgroup of the center of G and is contained in K; since G acts effectively on K\ G

(see 5.5), this subgroup is trivial and ï n § = {0}. Hence ê E p and f C g0;

moreover, t,, being maximal abelian in p, must contain §. Thus t = t0 + § where

t0 = (t,ng0) + t2isa maximal abelian subalgebra of g0. The groups Gx and G

both have Lie algebra g. Exponential maps are distinguished by writing expc

(respectively, expG ) for the exponential map from g onto G (respectively, G,). Then

expc = tt0 expG . Since G0 is simply connected, there is a unique involutive automor-

phism 0O of G0 whose differential is the restriction of 6# to g0. 00 may then be

extended to an involutive automorphism 8X of Gx defined by 0x(gQ, s) = (0o(go), s'x).

Let K0 = {g0 E G0: 00(g0) — g0). The triple (G0, K0, 60) satisfies (3); by one of the

fundamental results on compact symmetric spaces, G0 simply connected implies K0

connected [4, p. 272]. Since the construction of 0, implies that tt ° 0X = 0 ° it, it

follows from (3) for (G, K, 0) that K0 E Kx. However K, K0, and Kx all have Lie

algebra I so K0 is the connected component of the identity in Kx and Kx/K0 is

finite. Using the familiar Cartan decomposition Gx — K0 (expc tx)K0, elements

Hx, H2,...,Hr in t, may be selected so that Kx is the disjoint union of the cosets

K0expCi Hj (1 *^j < r). The normalized Haar measures dk0 on K0 and dkx on K, are

then related by

(5) / f(kx)dkx=-   2  / f(k0exPc¡Hj)dk0.
K¡ j= 1     ^o

From the above we have t = t0 + § and hence in an obvious sense, t* = t*, + §*

and the roots of g with respect to t all belong to t*,. The dual Weyl chamber G*

selected in 5.5 is then G* + ê* where 6q C t*. is a dual Weyl chamber relative to

(g0, t0) constructed from (G0, K0, 60) in exactly the same fashion that Q* was

constructed from (G, K, 0). Moreover with £0 C t0 and (£*)* defined from

(G0, K0, 60) as in 5.2 and 5.5, it is clear that for any X G £*-, X0 = X |t is in (£q)^ .

In Warner's proof, it is shown that if X0 G G* n (t*)K with Ua an irreducible

representative of G0 having highest weight X0 (see Theorem 5.3), then for Qa the

orthogonal projection defined by (2) of subsection 2.1 and ex a nonzero weight

vector for the weight X0 (i.e. Ua<¡(t)eXo = ^x(t)eXo for all t G F0°), then QaeXo # 0.
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Now suppose a G G has highest weight \(a) — X G £*, n Q*, and Ua belongs to the

class a with ex the corresponding weight vector. By the discussion above, for

ua0 = Ua ° -n |Co, X |to = X0 G (t*)Ka n G* and ex = eXo is a weight vector for Ua¡¡

corresponding to the highest weight X0. Let Qa by the projection to the subspace of

vectors fixed by Ua ° tt \k . In view of (5) and subsection 2.1(2),

ß.,«x = 7  2ô«0l4(exPc^>x = 7  2 ^'^ß^v
7=1 7=1

However, by the definitions of ££ and Kx, e27,lX(Hi) = 1 for all j and hence

ß« e\ = Qaex ^ 0- Hence Qa ¥= 0 and we conclude that a G GK.

Conversely, now suppose a E GK has highest weight X(a) = XG(3* and let

X0 = X|t . For Ua, Ua , and ex = ex as above, we know that a0 E (G0)K and

Qa e\ ^ 0- F°r any (G, K,0) satisfying (3), it is well known that the K bi-invariant

functions in LX(G, dx) commute under convolution [4, p. 408] and hence ma — 1.

There is thus only a one dimensional span of vectors fixed by Ua \K ; any such vector

is automatically fixed by Ua . But the vectors fixed by Ua \K must also form a

one-dimensional space and hence the spans coincide. For Qa as above, this simply

means Qa — Qa ■ Now let H be any element in t for which expG H E Kx. Using (3)

of 2.1 applied to Qa and Kx, we deduce that

0 * e2"^Qaex = Qao(Ua o 7r)(expCi H)ex = Qaex

and hence X(H) E Z. But then X G £*, and our proof is complete.

5.7. Corollary. Let M = K\G be a compact Riemannian symmetric space. The

Szegö theorem on M, i.e. (A) of §3, holds relative to the sequence a(n) (n > 0) defined

using the notations of Theorem 5.6 by

a(n)= {aGG*: ||X(a)|| < n)

where II II is any Weyl group invariant norm ont*.

Proof. Define a polynomial/on the vector subspace of t* spanned by £*- by

/<*)= n  ££i&.
îeA+(fi)       <ô>£)

By the discussion in subsection 5.2,/is positive on the intersection of this subspace

with G*. As noted in the proof of Theorem 5.6, ma — 1 for all a E GK and thus by

Theorem 5.3(iii),

o(n)*=     2    ™ada=      2      /(A).

11X11«=«

From the proof of Theorem 5.4, a°(n) D a(n — IIX(y)||) (see Lemma 3.3(v) for

notations) for all y G GK. By applying Proposition 4.2, we conclude that condition

(v) of Lemma 3.3 holds and thus Theorem 3.10 applies.

5.8. For k, m positive integers with k < m, the real Stiefel manifold Sk'm is

defined as the set of all k X m real matrices p for which p'p = Ik, the k X k identity

matrix. The group SO(m) of all real m X m orthogonal matrices of determinant one
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acts transitively on Sk,m from the right by ordinary matrix multiplication. Identi-

fying SO(m — k) with the subgroup of SO(m) consisting of the m X m matrices

h   o'
.0 u.

with u E SO(m - k), then SO(m - k) is the stability subgroup at the element

Fo = [J*.0] G sk,m and hence so(m - k)\SO(m) is a coset realization of Sk-m.

For k = 1, S'1'm is the unit sphere in Rm and is a compact symmetric space. The

discussion and results in 5.5-5.7 are not needed since it is well known that the

representations of SO(m) appearing in L2(Sx,m) are just the usual spherical harmonic

representations a¡ for ;' = 0,1,2,... with

,   _ (m + i- l\      (m + i-3\

and the spherical harmonic subrepresentations of a, ® a, are precisely those of the

form a¡ with | í — j\< /< i +j and i+j — l even. Using this, one can easily

construct many sequences a(n) satisfying Lemma 3.3(v). For 1 < k < m/2, Gelbart

[2, p. 33] observed that with G = SO(m) and K = SO(m - k), the highest weights

of representations a E GK may be naturally identified with highest weights of finite

dimensional irreducible representations of the noncompact group Glfk, R) in such a

way that the multiplicity ma of a in L2(Sk,m) is precisely the dimension of the

corresponding representation of GL(k,R). In particular, ma is given via Weyl's

formula 5.3(iii) as a polynomial function of the highest weight of a. This means that

the quantities mada may again be viewed as the values of a polynomial function on

lattice points in a cone. As in Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.7, Proposition 4.2 implies

that the Szegö theorem is valid on M = Sk'm (k < f ) relative to the sequence a(n)

consisting of the elements in GK whose highest weight has length at most n. Similar

results hold for the complex and quaternionic Stiefel manifolds U(m — k)\U(m)

andSp(« - k)\Sp(m)(k < n/2).

For an arbitrary homogeneous space Ä"\G of a compact Lie group G, explicit

description of ma by a closed form functional relationship is very difficult. In

particular, ma is usually not described by a polynomial function of the highest

weight of a. The last author has computed ma explicitly for several low dimensional

examples and has not found an example for which Lemma 3.3(v) cannot be satisfied

for some a; indeed, in all of his examples, Lemma 3.3(v) is satisfied by the sequence

used in Theorem 5.4. He therefore suspects that the Szegö theorem is valid on a

much broader class of homogeneous manifolds then those examined here. It would

be particularly interesting to prove its validity for K \ G with K a torus in a compact

Lie group G since manifolds of this type arise in a variety of contexts. Here in low

dimensional examples, it is possible to subdivide the cone containing all highest

weights into smaller cones on each of which a polynomial estimate for mada is valid

and then Lemma 3.3(v) is established via application of Proposition 4.2 to each of

these smaller cones. We do not know whether the general case can be treated in this

manner. Although there are presumably other families of homogeneous manifolds

tractable by mild generalizations of the technique employed here, any fairly general
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treatment will clearly require different methods. Outside the realm of compact Lie

groups, groups G described as an infinite product of compact Lie groups can be

easily handled in a straightforward way by using Theorem 5.4 on each factor to

construct an appropriate net a. Otherwise, G usually does not permit an explicit

description. It therefore appears that validity of the Szegö theorem for every

compact G rests on whether an indirect argument can be given for the existence of a

net a satisfying any of the conditions in Lemma 3.3. Perhaps this might be done with

the aid of Theorem 5.4 by viewing G as a projective limit of Lie groups.
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